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We’ve consolidated everything from the strategic to the 

tactical including policies, processes and plans we’ve built 

ourselves (called aitems™), together with useful tips and 

advice on pitfalls we’ve encountered during years of 

large-scale Cloud programme delivery. The Playbook is 

supplied as an interactive e-book with aitem™ downloads 

along with a hard copy primer.

Every single thing you could possibly need!

What’s in the ?Playbook

The Cloud Playbook is our 

unique blueprint available to 

any business looking to move 

some or all of its IT estate to the 

cloud. The Playbook is all you’ll 

need to successfully deliver 

what could be one of the 

largest business transformation 

investments your organisation is 

ever likely to make.

Play  clever

Welcome

2 3

We also offer any level of 
support before, during and 
after your transformation 
programme, and are here 
to help you decide what 
you actually need from 
dening your vision, 
building the case for 
change, supplier strategy 
and negotiation, through 
to complete programme 
management and 
governance. 

ProServ

Where’s the ?value
If you’re aiming to improve overall efciency, make your business 

tter for the future and give yourself the edge in today’s competitive 

markets through digital transformation then the Cloud Playbook is the 

scalable, effective and proven solution you need. Built by experts 

using hands-on experience to mitigate as much risk as possible, it 

includes every technical aspect of migration you’ll need to transform 

your IT estate as seamlessly as possible. And it’s not just about 

the technology; little can be achieved without the right team in 

place and business buy-in so the Playbook also includes critical non-

technical components such as organisation and resourcing structure, 

governance, planning and control, and change management.

Of course, you may not need an 

end-to-end solution, so we’ve 

made the Playbook exible. 

You can take as many or as few 

components as your unique 

business requirements and team 

capability/capacity dictate.

Shape your 
own Playbook

Pro

Serv hover for detail
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Enablers to transformation success 

The 

three
main components 

of the Playbook are:

Strategy

Foundation

Execution

Ÿ Effective supplier negotiation and management.

Ÿ Creating a robust and collaborative transition between project 

delivery and BAU operations.

Ÿ A willingness to stay agile and adapt to the changing 

requirements of the IT team/business.

Ÿ Implementing relevant technologies that could genuinely 

transform both the business’ capability and outcomes.

Ÿ Strong CIO/CTO leadership willing to challenge the status quo 

to benet the business and its customers.

4 5

Strategy
Global market volatility and the rise of challenger 

companies means the need to get your digital 

transformation right is more important than ever. 

Cloud offerings have matured and evolved, and 

adoption of a service-based technology solution 

enabling businesses to meet market demands has 

become the norm. However, success relies heavily 

on a clear understanding of your business 

ambitions and targets while taking legacy 

technology and processes into account. 

The Playbook's strategy component 

provides the complete framework for:

Pro

Serv

Strategy

Investment and scope

Sourcing strategy

Sourcing and tendering 

Board approval 

Logistics 
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Foundation
Foundation is the transition from formal 

conrmation that all the relevant inputs 

have been satised to the set-up phase, 

acting as the trigger for governance and 

discovery activities.  

Pro

Serv

6 7

Execution
The Execution phase signals all the set-up 

activities have been completed, and the 

programme can now transition into delivery of 

the cloud migrations. This phase follows a 

number of consecutive stages; each one must 

be satised to allow progress to the next. The 

process includes multiple Quality Gates to 

ensure all relevant activities have been 

completed and deliverables approved by the 

appropriate programme body.

Pro

Serv

The Playbook's execution component 

provides the complete framework for:

Mobilisation 

Plan and design 

Build and test 

Cutover and transition

Production and closure 

Decommission 

The Playbook's foundation component 

provides the complete framework for:

Business case

Programme initiation

Governance 

Contract review 

Change management 

Discovery 

Partner tender 
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What we do

Strategic management and 

engagement of stakeholders.

Empowerment and mobilisation 

of human capital.

Improvement of business 

design and performance.

Management of complex 

projects and programmes.

Innovation and technology.

We can help 

you deliver 

effective 

change and 

transformation 

through:

10 11

Our extensive consulting experience allows 

us to take a holistic view of your needs 

and advise accordingly. Regardless of the 

type of capability required, we know one 

size doesn’t t all; a tailored approach is 

always more effective and successful. We 

have no set agenda and are completely 

agnostic of specic vendors and products. 

We will only operate in your best interests 

to achieve your goals, be they strategic, 

technical or operational.

Behind the Playbook

We are a small, dynamic team of 

business experts who live by our 

values to consult, collaborate and 

transform. Operating across the UK 

and internationally, we draw on the 

knowledge and experience of our 

team of SMEs whose skills extend from 

the initial generation of ideas, insights, 

solutions and new technology all the 

way through to detailed 

implementation. We’re driven to 

transform your organisation by 

achieving the outcomes you want, in 

the manner you want.

aitemology.com

We’re always happy to talk 
info@aitemology.com
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	st-strategy: Define and develop a digital strategy based on your organisation’s level of maturity and existing investments in technology.
	st-investment: Agree and define the scope and requirements of the proposed programme together with the full costs to implement and operate the solution, and identify the business benefits.
	st-sourcing: Ensure vendors are able to deliver against your service requirements including end-to-end technical delivery management, software and hardware development, testing services, integration services and infrastructure and application support.
	st-sandt: Source the right technology and partners (agnostic supplier, capability, experience and professional fit) to deliver against your digital strategy.
	st-board: To secure formal consent for the programme of work and secure the necessary funding, full detail on the Business case, financial accounting, scope confirmation, technical architecture, procurement, people and organisation impact, and risk management must be provided.
	st-logistics: The logistics identify roles and responsibilities, including areas of collaboration for the Sponsor and main stakeholders against the key foundational activities.
	hoverfoundation: Hover over any of these icons above to learn more.
	f-business: The Business case details the existing costs and identified/agreed tangible benefits, while the business case checkpoint reviews it and updates are made based on any changes to the inputs (e.g. scope, plan, resourcing, benefits etc.) to test its continuing viability.
	f-programme: The Programme initiation and definition (PIDD) is a living document that defines the project scope and identifies how the project will achieve its objectives. It provides the solid foundations/baseline from which the Project Manager and Project Board can assess progress. 
	f-governance: Governance ensures there is proper management and oversight of the project portfolio, and the relevant controls are established to safeguard delivery in line with the critical success factors of time, cost and quality.
	f-contract: The Contract review helps an organisation understand how the commercial provisions within the existing service and license contracts will impact the planning, and subsequent transition of support services. 
	f-change: Change management highlights where business operations may be impacted and where input will be required, together with the associated planning and comms.
	f-discovery: Technical discovery aims to deliver every pertinent data point relating to each application to allow informed planning, dependency management and decision-making.
	f-partner: Partner tender is a structured process to allow a supplier an opportunity to explain how they might deliver the contract, including their technical solutions and pricing proposals. 
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	strat04: 
	strat05: 
	strat06: 
	found01: 
	found02: 
	found03: 
	found04: 
	found05: 
	found06: 
	hoverfd: 
	hoverex: 
	hoverps: 
	proserv5: ProServIf you don’t have the required capability in house, we’re here to help you deliver any aspect of the Cloud Playbook. We can offer as much or as little support as you need across any element of the blueprint be it strategic, set-up or delivery. IT advisoryAn understanding of future and evolving customer focused business requirements and how technology can support these is becoming more and more synonymous with any successful technology-led change. Defining an appropriate Cloud transformation strategy based on your organisation’s level of maturity and existing investments in technology is critical. Project and programme managementUnlike a company’s BAU operations, a major programme such as digital transformation must produce a unique outcome that integrates with its existing resources and infrastructure without conflict so it’s vital a robust and workable delivery structure/approach that addresses the required outcomes and encourages stakeholders to engage effectively is established to ensure success. IT deliveryCloud offerings have matured and evolved, and adoption of a service-based technology solution enabling businesses to meet market demands has become the norm. Now all you have to do is migrate your infrastructure and business services to the Cloud, define your IT support capabilities and service management requirements, and structure a future-proof IT/programme delivery team. The Playbook Strategy helps you do that. Audit and assuranceEfficiently collating and evaluating evidence of your information systems, practices, and operations is key to safeguarding assets, maintaining data integrity, and ensuring efficient operations support your transformation objectives. We can help you quality assure and audit your transformation delivery. Change managementDigital transformation is especially challenging as it combines high levels of scale, interdependence, and dynamism with the need to make fundamental changes to your entire organisation. Success has become more dependent on the people aspect, so driving the desired outcomes requires a clear understanding of your organisation’s behaviours, the right change levers, and business priorities. Process transformationImprovements in business performance (within acceptable parameters of time, cost and quality) require a senior mandate, buy-in from affected stakeholders and a methodology or specific blend of approaches to address the organisational demands. Understanding the controllable set of activities that consumes your organisational resource and transforming these inputs into the required outputs will deliver the strategic imperative. IT trainingHaving the right people equipped with the right skills, in the right place, at the right time is a huge challenge. Our approach to training focuses on a commitment to capability development across the learning spectrum, particularly in business areas/roles requiring deep technical expertise.
	hoverps5: 
	hoverexecution: Hover over any of these icons above to learn more.
	ex-mobil: Mobilisation refers to the initiation of the programme delivery activities and encompasses all the foundational steps that must be completed in order to allow the various workstreams, delivery-focussed or support, to proceed with the migrations. 
	ex-plan: Plan and design activities relate to the initiation of the application/service migrations. It’s during this stage that the outputs from Mobilisation will be used as an input to the planning and design tasks, and will ultimately inform build and test activities during Construction.
	ex-build: The Build and test stage delivers a working system as per the specified requirements. A detailed build tracker is used to manage the initiation, progress and completion of all build tasks, acting as a key input to the project reporting cycle/risk and issue management.
	ex-cutover: Once all iterative delivery cycles have been completed and solutions robustly quality-assured, a gold candidate will be ready to transition into the production environment during Cutover and transition. 
	ex-prod: Production is the final project stage once the project changes have successfully been released into the production environment (providing no decommissioning activities have been identified). 
	ex-decomm: If decommissioning requirements have been identified by the project they will run concurrently with other project closure activities, and will require IT Operations and/or the incumbent supplier to close down any applications, services or infrastructure no longer required in BAU.
	found07: 
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	proserv7: ProServIf you don’t have the required capability in house, we’re here to help you deliver any aspect of the Cloud Playbook. We can offer as much or as little support as you need across any element of the blueprint be it strategic, set-up or delivery. IT advisoryAn understanding of future and evolving customer focused business requirements and how technology can support these is becoming more and more synonymous with any successful technology-led change. Defining an appropriate Cloud transformation strategy based on your organisation’s level of maturity and existing investments in technology is critical. Project and programme managementUnlike a company’s BAU operations, a major programme such as digital transformation must produce a unique outcome that integrates with its existing resources and infrastructure without conflict so it’s vital a robust and workable delivery structure/approach that addresses the required outcomes and encourages stakeholders to engage effectively is established to ensure success. IT deliveryCloud offerings have matured and evolved, and adoption of a service-based technology solution enabling businesses to meet market demands has become the norm. Now all you have to do is migrate your infrastructure and business services to the Cloud, define your IT support capabilities and service management requirements, and structure a future-proof IT/programme delivery team. The Playbook Strategy helps you do that. Audit and assuranceEfficiently collating and evaluating evidence of your information systems, practices, and operations is key to safeguarding assets, maintaining data integrity, and ensuring efficient operations support your transformation objectives. We can help you quality assure and audit your transformation delivery. Change managementDigital transformation is especially challenging as it combines high levels of scale, interdependence, and dynamism with the need to make fundamental changes to your entire organisation. Success has become more dependent on the people aspect, so driving the desired outcomes requires a clear understanding of your organisation’s behaviours, the right change levers, and business priorities. Process transformationImprovements in business performance (within acceptable parameters of time, cost and quality) require a senior mandate, buy-in from affected stakeholders and a methodology or specific blend of approaches to address the organisational demands. Understanding the controllable set of activities that consumes your organisational resource and transforming these inputs into the required outputs will deliver the strategic imperative. IT trainingHaving the right people equipped with the right skills, in the right place, at the right time is a huge challenge. Our approach to training focuses on a commitment to capability development across the learning spectrum, particularly in business areas/roles requiring deep technical expertise.
	proserv3: Hover over this icon wherever it appears to learn more about our professional services.
	hoverstrategy: Hover over any of these icons above to learn more.
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	3strategy: Global market volatility and the rise of challenger companies means the need to get your digital transformation right is more important than ever. Cloud offerings have matured and evolved, and adoption of a service-based technology solution enabling businesses to meet market demands has become the norm. However, success relies heavily on a clear understanding of your business ambitions and targets while taking legacy technology and processes into account. An IT strategy, also called a technology strategy or IT/technology strategic plan, is a written document detailing the multiple factors that affect an organisation's investment in, and use of technology.Key elements should include: • A high-level overview of the IT department that covers its    mission, core values, objectives and approaches to   accomplishing its goals.• Current budgets and spending forecasts for a multi-year   timeline.• An outline of current and future IT projects and initiatives with   timelines and milestones.• A catalogue of existing enterprise architecture including IT   department capabilities and capacities, and future needs and   requirements with details about infrastructure, staffing and   other necessary resources.• An analysis of the department’s strengths and weaknesses.• A list of the internal and external forces such as market and   industry trends that shape current technology requirements and   innovations as well as the future forces expected to shape IT.• A prediction of the potential opportunities and vulnerabilities   that will need technology responses to give the organisation   optimum success.
	3execution: The Execution phase signals all the set-up activities have been completed, and the programme can now transition into delivery of the cloud migrations. This phase follows a number of consecutive stages; each one must be satisfied to allow progress to the next. The process includes a Quality Gate to ensure all relevant activities have been completed and deliverables approved by the appropriate programme body.Key elements include Quality Gate stages:• Concept• Inception• Construction• Transition• Production• Decommission
	3foundation: Foundation signifies the transition from formal confirmation that all the relevant inputs have been satisfied to the set-up phase, acting as the trigger to the governance and discovery activities.  Key elements include:• Revision of the technology strategy since the initial   presentation to the approval body.• Business case checkpoint to confer costs.• Final presentation to the approval body including all approvals   from the financial authority body.Initiation of the programme:• Lay out governance forums and principles.• Structure the delivery team and appoint/hire into roles.• Establish the reporting and escalation mechanisms.• Conduct technical discovery across entire IT estate to   document comprehensively the current state information/data   for infrastructure and applications.• Develop a draft plan for migrations based on scope, time and   cost variations.• Start setting up the cloud infrastructure environments including   network and security.• Start the initial contract/tender process.
	3strat: 
	3found: 
	3exec: 


